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We are Diligent Institute
The Institute provides publicly available, industry-leading research on
global board governance. Today’s increasingly dynamic world presents a
dizzying array of economic opportunities and challenges. As companies
navigate that environment, high-quality governance is more important than
ever to ensure effective oversight, protect and create jobs, and positively
impact the economy. The Institute equips board directors and corporate
leadership teams at organizations around the globe with the information to
make forward-looking decisions that leave a meaningful mark on the world.
Diligent Institute was founded in 2018 to offer a global perspective on
the complex and disruptive board governance topics that directors and
leadership teams are tackling today. The Institute serves as the global
governance research arm of Diligent Corporation, the pioneer in modern
governance. Diligent® empowers leaders to turn governance into a
competitive advantage through unparalleled insight and highly secure,
integrated SaaS applications, helping organizations thrive and endure in
today’s complex, global landscape.
The Diligent Institute is solely funded by the Diligent Corporation and
functions as a think tank.
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A Letter From Our CEO
Strong corporate governance has
never been more important than
it is today.
We live in a time when companies are facing
skepticism from all sides – questions from regulators,
investors, politicians, employees, and from the publicat-large seem to surface at every turn. While some
of the scrutiny focuses on companies’ operations or
centers on specific decisions made (or not made), on
a more fundamental level, these questions are about
intentions and speak to a decline in trust in business.
Meanwhile, corporate leaders are increasingly
expected to be adept at handling a broader array
of complex and highly technical issues at faster and
faster speeds – on issues ranging from automation, to
digital disruption, to artificial intelligence, to quantum
computing, to cyber risk, to global climate change, all
without clear guidance or textbooks on how modern
governance is supposed to work.
Trust in business won’t rise because of a single event
– it will build through an amalgamation of strong
business decisions, brick by brick, action by action.
At Diligent, we know that good governance is the
foundation upon which those decisions are made.
Every thoughtful investment a company makes in
technology that protects employee and customer
data has its underpinnings in board oversight and
risk mitigation polices. Every unacceptable behavior
by a C-suite executive that’s met with a swift and
appropriate response is grounded in a strong
boardroom culture of transparency and accountability.
And every company that makes investments not only
to fuel corporate growth, but to benefit stakeholders
as well, helps create a foundation upon which trust
can thrive and companies can be sustainable for the
long term.
We also know that good governance is not easy. It
requires the courage of audit and risk committees that
candidly assess the threats and opportunities facing
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their companies, even (or especially) when those risks
counter commonly held beliefs. It requires the audacity
of nominating and governance committees to call out
a lack of diversity in corporate leadership – whether
that lack is in gender, race/ethnicity, age, or expertise –
and to take corrective action to refresh the board and
C-suite in the best interests of stakeholders. It requires
leaders to set aside, at times, their own personal
comfort-levels around using technology and to dive
in headfirst and utilize the cutting-edge tools that can
help them attain an edge in their decision-making,
helping them “see around the corners,” and serving as
a bulwark against future risk. At Diligent, we know that
because of this pressure, strong corporate governance
is both more important – and harder to achieve –
today than ever before. And we want to help.
While there is no single textbook for modern
governance that can possibly have all the answers,
our intention in creating the Diligent Institute is to
contribute to the growing body of scholarship on
modern governance practices that can help corporate
leaders do their increasingly challenging and critical
work. Ultimately, corporate governance is a practice
of best practices. It’s about looking at the very best
models and seeing what can be copied and retrofitted
for your own organization. That search must cross
borders – it’s critical in an increasingly global world to
understand what can be leveraged by multiple regions
and to learn from exemplary practices wherever they
might occur. Knowledge-sharing between experts and
practitioners is what pushes this field forward.
We created Diligent Institute to enrich that critical
dialogue by taking feedback and ideas from the over
650,000 directors and governance professionals in
our network. It’s their ingenuity, hard work, and diverse
set of experiences that we synthesize and present in
our reports.
I couldn’t be prouder of the work we’ve already
accomplished at Diligent Institute in this first year.

We published four global research reports:
• W
 inds of Change: Environmental Sustainability
Governance Rises to the Board Level - We helped
shape the conversation about environmental
sustainability governance by exploring how and why
directors tackle the topic in the boardroom and what
they expect in the future.
• T
 he High Cost of Governance Deficits: A Case for
Modern Governance - We established the devastating
impact that governance deficits can have on
organizations and their shareholders. We tied strong
governance to stronger firm performance.
• G
 overnance through the Fog: Corporate Director
Perspectives on Political Uncertainty - We shared
ground-breaking insights about how directors are
actually managing political uncertainty and how it
really impacts their boards. We also generated a
list of concrete suggestions for governance teams
maneuvering through these difficult times.
• S
 takeholders Take Center Stage: Director Views
on Priorities and Society - We partnered with the
Rock Center for Corporate Governance at Stanford
University to produce a timely report about the role
non-shareholder stakeholders play in long-term
corporate decision making.
This research was downloaded and read by individuals
in 99 different countries, and we presented the findings
at events across four continents.
We convened an Advisory Board of experienced
directors and subject-matters leaders with global
expertise to guide Diligent Institute and share their
perspectives on our work. Our annual advisory board
meeting featured lively discussion about the future
of governance and the role the Institute can play in
furthering that development. Namely, our advisors
challenged the Institute to ensure its work represents
the voices of directors from around the globe, and
provides new insights on governance.

But the work has only begun. Strong corporate
governance is too important today for us to stop there.
You can expect more from Diligent Institute in the new
year. We will continue to produce industry leading
research, but also expand the role and footprint of this
emerging think tank.
From a more personal perspective, the work of
Diligent Institute is deeply important to me. Given the
seriousness of the challenges facing us as a global
society, the challenges facing our children and future
generations, and quite honestly, the lack of leadership
from government and world leaders on some key issues,
the role of business is also more important today than
ever before. That’s why we must raise the quality of the
discourse around corporate governance in whatever
way we can.
Good governance matters because of the huge impact
that companies do have, and that companies can have,
on the world we live in. As an organization, we aspire
to help arm those organizations around the world with
the information to ask better questions and make better
decisions. We aim to encourage boards and governance
teams to ask hard questions about governance and to
enable them to find the very best governance practices
for their organizations. And in so doing, we hope, in
some small way to have a positive impact on access
to jobs, the quality of work, the availability of natural
resources, the sustainability of the environment, and
society at large.
As we continue to develop this new venture, we’d love
to hear about the challenges you are facing so the
Institute can help provide research to address them –
reach out to us at diligentinstitute@diligent.com.
Best regards,

Brian Stafford
President & CEO, Diligent Corporation
Advisor, Diligent Institute
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I N S T I T U T E
L A U N C H

DECEMBER 2018

Formally Launched
the Diligent Institute
DECEMBER 5, 2018

Diligent Launches First Global
Governance Think Tank with
Diligent Institute
Through its global network of over 500,000
Board Directors and Governance Professionals,
the Enterprise Governance Management leader
leverages its reach and perspective to give back to
the board member community with new research
platform
NEW YORK–(BUSINESS WIRE)–Diligent Corporation
today unveiled the Diligent Institute, a groundbreaking
think tank dedicated to filling a void for today’s board
directors around a global perspective on governance.
At its core, Diligent Institute provides board directors
and executive teams with industry-leading global
research on governance practices to better inform
decision-making, enabling organizations to drive
increased environmental and social impact and longterm value. With access to more boardrooms than any
company in the world, Diligent is uniquely situated to
share the collective knowledge of this community to
improve governance practices worldwide.
This announcement comes amidst a year full of
innovation from Diligent and demonstrates the
company’s continued investment in empowering
the state of global corporate governance. The new
research arm offers board directors consequential
perspectives from today’s top minds to better inform
the decisions and strategies that propel business
success.
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“As the leader in Governance software, we took it
upon ourselves to give back to the global community
of board directors with the creation of Diligent
Institute,” said Diligent CEO Brian Stafford. “What’s
important for a boardroom today differs from years
past. This one-of-a-kind organization equips leaders
with game-changing information and research, giving
them the tools to make more insightful, strategic
decisions that drive their businesses forward.”
Diligent’s global reach sets the Institute’s research
apart and is derived from real experience across
sectors and geographies. Through its quantitative
surveys, case studies, and interviews with leading
professionals and experts, the Institute improves
the transparency, accountability, and efficiency of
businesses world-wide. The Institute has already
provided insight from a global panel of board directors
on many pressing board service questions from their
peers in the Ask a Director series. The Institute has
also assembled an Advisory Board with a membership
spanning industries and geographies. The advisory
board members offer a distinct perspective to guide
the Institute. They include:
• A
 nastassia Lauterbach, Director on the Boards of
Dun & Bradstreet, Wirecard, and Censhare, a senior
advisor to McKinsey and Company, and the author
of The Artificial Intelligence Imperative: A Practical
Roadmap for Business
• D
 avid Larcker, James Irvin Miller Professor
of Accounting and Director of the Corporate
Governance Research Initiative at the Stanford
Graduate School of Business
• D
 ottie Schindlinger, Vice President and Governance
Technology Evangelist at Diligent Corporation, co-

author of forthcoming Governance in the Digital Age,
renowned speaker on Governance issues, and a
founder of BoardEffect
• P
 eter Gleason, President and CEO of the National
Association of Corporate Directors
• S
 usan Kilsby, Chairman of Shire plc. and NonExecutive Director of Diageo, Goldman Sachs
International, Fortune Brand Home & Security, and
BBA Aviation
• S
 usan Forrester, Director on the Boards of G8
Education Ltd, Over the Wire, and Xenith IP Group,
as well as Chairman of National Veterinary Care Ltd.
• T
 K Kerstetter, Founder and CEO of Boardroom
Resources, Editor-at-Large of Corporate Board
Member, and Host of “Inside America’s Boardrooms”
• B
 rian Stafford, CEO of Diligent Corporation and coauthor of forthcoming Governance in the Digital Age

“Diligent Institute targets the global issues that face
today’s boardrooms,” said Anastassia Lauterbach,
a Diligent Institute advisory board member. “It is
getting increasingly hard to address corporate
competitiveness and grow the value of businesses in
the age of rising Artificial Intelligence, global worries
about inequality, and confusion around the impact
of data on our lives and decision making. Diligent
Institute provides a fantastic platform to educate
boards on use cases, best practices, and support
directors in the decision-making process.”
Diligent Institute is the global governance research
arm of Diligent Corporation, whose corporate
governance products are used by more than
500,000 individuals in 14,000 organizations across
90 countries. It will operate separately from the
company’s core business. The research is free and is
available at DiligentInstitute.com.
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DECEMBER 2018

Published “Ask a Director” Series
In December of 2018, Diligent Institute published
our first “Ask a Director” series. We created a list of
pressing questions that we sourced from a survey
taken at NACD’s 2018 conference. We then convened
a global panel of experienced directors to tackle these
complex issues. Their answers were featured on the
Diligent Institute website.

This is a full list of the topics
covered:
“What bucks stop with the board
around corporate culture?”
“What are some of the telltale
signs that you might be serving
on too many boards?”
“What should the role of an
individual director be in a
crisis situation?”
“With multinational organizations
growing in influence, how should
boards think about governance
cross border?”
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“How are you handling social
media risk?”
“What keeps you coming back
to board service and what might
make you want to run for the
hills?”
“How should you handle a
single negative thinker in the
boardroom?”
“What is your favorite response
to ‘why is board diversity
important?’”
“Thinking of digital technology,
how can the board plan for
disruptions they don’t yet know
are coming?”
“What is the most palatable
approach to board refreshment?”

Angela Brock-Kyle

Stuart Sinclair

Angela is an Independent Trustee at Guggenheim
Investments (Guggenheim Rydex) and the YMCA
Retirement Fund. She is also an Independent
Director at Infinity Property and Casualty
Corporation. She served previously as a board
member at United Way and the Executive
Women’s Golf Association.

Stuart is currently a Non-Executive Director at
Lloyds Banking Group and Senior Independent
Director at QBE European Operations. His
previous board roles include being a NonExecutive Director at Provident Financial Group
and a Senior Independent Director at Swinton
Insurance.

Colin Low

Betsy Atkins

Colin is currently the Chair of the Singapore
Investment Development Corporation (SIDC),
Chairman of the Board for Singapore Mainboard
listed Intraco Limited, and US National Board
Member for the Cancer Treatment Centers of
America (CTCA).

Betsy is a Director on the Boards of Directors
of Cognizant, Wynn Resorts, SI Green Realty,
Schneider Electric, and Volvo Cars.

Eugenia Ulasewicz
Eugenia is currently a member of the board of
directors at Signet Jewelers, Hudson Group,
Bunzel Plc, and Vince Holding Corp. She has also
served as a board member of Women In Need
and WomensForumNY, and was a Trustee at
Burberry Foundation.

Donna Wells
Donna is on the Board of Directors at Betterment
and Happy Money. She previously served on the
board of Mindflash, where she was the President
and CEO, as well as Boston Private.

John Hinshaw
John Hinshaw is currently serving on the Board
of Directors at Sysco, DocuSign, BNY Mellon, and
the National Academy Foundation.

Laurie Yoler
Laurie is a Board Member and Strategic Advisor
at Zoox, and serves on the Board of Directors of
Bose Corporation, Church & Dwight Co., Inc., and
Noon Home. Additionally, she was a Director on
the founding Board of Directors of Tesla.

Matt Hyde
Matt is currently the Chair of the Board of
Directors at YMCA – USA. He is also a member of
the board at Zumiez and the Executive Chairman
at 5.11 Tactical.

Leslie Hosking
Leslie serves on the Boards of Directors of AGL
Energy Ltd. And Adelaide Brighton Ltd., where
he was the board chair from 2012-2018. He has
previously served on the boards of the Australian
Energy Market Operator (AEMO), The Carbon
Market Institute, and Innovation Australia.

Nora Denzel
Nora is currently a member of the Board of
Directors at Advanced Micro Devices (AMD),
Ericsson, and Talend SA, as well as a member
of the Innovation Advisory Board at BBVA. She
has previously served on a number of boards
including Saba Software, Overland Storage,
TimeSpring, YWCA of Silicon Valley.

These biographies were current as of the publication of the Ask a Director series in December 2018 and may not reflect panelists’
current roles.
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Thinking of digital
technology, how can
the board plan for
disruptions they don’t
yet know are coming?
DONNA WELLS
Boards have to put in place data collection processes
and listening posts that give them a high probability of
recognizing disruptions earlier than their competition
does. At the board level, you have to agree on a
number of things – what data streams you need to
stay plugged in, listening points at places of data
collection, who’s going to analyze it and interpret it for
the board, how that data gets filtered and presented
into the board conversation.
And increasingly, it’s important to click down a couple
levels on sources of information, because increasingly
in the world of digital disruption, it’s not your closest
competitors who are going to disrupt you. In many
cases, it’s not even the startups in your vertical
industry. It’s startups or established players that grew
up in another vertical and are coming for yours. I work
in fintech and we’re talking about Amazon, I work in AI
and ML publicly traded and for-profit companies, and
we’re looking at what’s going on in the think tanks and
in academia. In order to anticipate disruption, we have
to think much more 360 degrees, where before it was
easier to just know your industry really well. This adds
even more pressure to make sure data sources are
broad and providing you early signals.
Board members should provide assessments of quality
and thoroughness of data and challenge for more or
better where it’s needed, but this leads to another
whole question we need to ask ourselves – what
data should board members be collecting separate
apart from and independently from management?
What other intelligence are you gathering as a board
member on industry development competitive moves,
on new technology for business models in adjacent
spaces, on social media review sites like Glassdoor to
try to get raw unfiltered in the market information. This
can all inform some challenging board room questions.
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Finally, I always advocate for making this a part of each
board meeting, typically that means talking about it
quarterly, not leaving it to the once a year strategic
planning offsite. Especially in the world of digital, if
you’re waiting twelve months between digital strategy
meetings, you’ve already lost your goal of foreseeing
disruptions, and potentially putting early investment
into what may be your core revenue generating
business in three years time.

What should the
role of an individual
director be in a crisis
situation?
S T UA R T S I N C L A I R
Directors should be sure that the board has done
some kind of preparation and role playing for a crisis.
We have adopted the American term “playbook.”
If there is a complete disaster, who speaks for the
company? Who meets every morning to discuss what’s
in the newspapers? Who is managing the political
dimension? Who’s on top of what regulators need to
know?
Board members should keep out of the way a lot of the
time. There is a temptation to say “oh I really need an
update on this,” and some people think you need to
be seen being busy in order to be involved. If there is
a clear plan, keep your nose out of it and they will tell
you when there is an appropriate update. Otherwise
you’re just making noise. For example, in insurance and
reinsurance when a big catastrophe occurs, everyone
at the company knows that a remodel is needed, and if
directors are demanding updates at various times it just
creates false deadlines and doesn’t create value. The
exception would be if you have unique expertise – if
say, the banks have stopped lending money to you and
you have a background and connections with one of
them, or if there is a contamination in pharmaceuticals
and you’ve been a scientist and worked in that area.
The chair and CEO should be able to nominate a few
non-executive directors and tell them “I need to lean
on you with this task now, but everyone else, we will
contact you as we see fit.”

What is the most
palatable approach to
board refreshment?
A N G E L A B R O C K- K Y L E
From my perspective, the first step occurs during
the interviewing process, when whoever is leading
the effort clearly states, both to the recruiter if one
is involved and to the candidates, that they should
not expect this to be a life-time appointment. They
should talk openly about the board’s refreshment
concepts and processes which are built around best
practices. The board needs to set that expectation
at the outset. Details can and should be enhanced
as the process moves forward, first determining
what skills and attributes are around the table and
what the company’s future strategy and needs will
be before deciding who will be invited to join the
board. Planning for that future, and having everyone
participate in the planning process, paves the way
for the time when the board is looking to refresh and
grow, people will already be very clear on what that
looks like, why it looks that way, and what the timing is.
When that planning process is paired with regular and
comprehensive board assessments, the table is set for
effective refreshment.

What bucks should
stop with the board
around corporate
culture?
J O H N H I N S H AW
This question is not often addressed and it’s
important. When it isn’t addressed, you can see the
negative ramifications at companies we’ve all seen
in the news lately. Boards first need to know to ask
questions about culture and not just look at the data
management provides. It’s easy to look at whatever
numbers and say “looks good,” and the culture is
fine. Instead, when you see the employee survey, if
it’s 80% favorable, ask questions like what did the

other 20% say and what themes came out amongst
the unfavorable responses. If you have an ethics
hotline, how many people are calling it and what are
they talking about. Candidly, even board members
spending time at some of the operational sites can
help. I just visited a warehouse for one of the boards
I’m on and was talking with employees there and
getting a sense of the culture on the ground. If you’re
not pressing management on this issue, it’s one where
complacency can creep in, with managers and boards
doing what we’ve always done and not addressing it
sufficiently.

With multinational
organizations growing
in influence, how
should you think about
governance cross
border?
C O L I N LO W
As companies become much more global, they
need to be local as well. When we talked about
globalization in the past, the conversation was all about
understanding and integrating processes across large
multinational corporations so that they can grow, scale,
and diversify operations in the global grid. At this
point, I think global entities need to integrate globally
but operate locally. Board directors can be cruising at
40,000 feet, but in order to operate locally they really
need to go down onto the ground and understand
the processes and cultural practices of each country
and identify gaps between the global and local levels.
The problem with multinational corporations is that
whether they’re American, European, or Asian, they
do things in their own way, but a business model will
work differently in different places and with different
communities. A board that I serve on in South Asia is in
eleven different regions, which means eleven different
cultures and styles. We coordinate very closely on
the local level. To ensure that systemic governance
processes are consistent throughout the global entity,
you have to fully understand the localities that you
operate in.
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R E S E A R C H
R E P O R T S

F E B R UA R Y 2 0 1 9

Winds of Change:
Environmental Sustainability Rises
to the Board Level
In February of 2019, Diligent Institute published its
inaugural report, “Winds of Change: Environmental
Sustainability Rises to the Board Level.”

We sought to answer
three primary questions:

With high-impact weather events on the rise, natural
resource scarcity increasing, and the other looming
impacts of climate change, boards of directors are
facing intense pressure from stakeholders to get more
involved in environmental sustainability governance.

• T
 o what extent do environmental
and sustainability issues rise to
the level of board consideration?

To better understand the ways boards are tackling
these questions and what conclusions they are
reaching, Diligent Institute developed a report on the
governance of environmental sustainability issues.
To collect this information, we conducted a survey
using the Diligent Boards mobile application. We
received responses from 447 directors in 44 different
countries. We then conducted follow-up interviews
with several respondents to provide further context
and color to the report – many interviewees were
directly quoted in the report discussing their
experiences and suggestions.

14
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• W
 hat compels directors to
consider environmental and
sustainability issues within their
oversight?
• O
 n a practical, structural level,
how are boards overseeing
environmental sustainability?

Winds of Change:

Environmental Sustainability Rises
to the Board Level
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Winds of Change: Environmental Sustainability Rises to the Board Level

Who Responded to the Survey?
447 respondents from 46 countries
80% of respondents are directors

47% 25% 16%
North
America

AUS/NZ

Europe

How Often Do Boards Discuss
Environmental Sustainability Issues?
Had board-level
conversations over
the past 3 years

80% 92%

Expect board-level
conversations in
the next 3 years

Discussed issues
at least annually

46% 60%

Expect to discuss
issues annually

34% 43%

Expect to cover
the topic at least
quarterly

89%

Expect a decrease
in discussion over
the next 3 years

Covered the topic
at least quarterly
Expect an increase/
same level of
discussion over
the next 3 years
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2%

Winds of Change: Environmental Sustainability Rises to the Board Level

BOTTOM

TOP

What Motivates Directors to Discuss
Environmental Sustainability Issues
at the Board Level?

40%

37%

Societal
Impact

35%

Long-term
Visibility

9%

Investor
Pressure

Reputational
Risk

13%

Current
Regulations

! ?

Which Governing Bodies Own the Oversight
of Environmental Sustainability Issues?
ownership
20% Entrust
to the full board
it with a
30% Place
board committee

19%

Use a form of belowthe-board oversight

20%

Say environmental and
sustainability issues
are not overseen at all

10%

Did not know if these
issues were being
addressed
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The High Cost
of Governance Deficits:
A Case for Modern Governance
In May of 2019, Diligent Institute published our second
full report, entitled “The High Cost of Governance
Deficits: A Case for Modern Governance,” based
on a study commissioned by Diligent to examine the
tangible cost (in shareholder value) of governance
deficits.
At a time when digital disruption, complexities in the
geopolitical landscape, and the speed of information
are all increasing, companies are under an incredible
amount of pressure to perform well for shareholders
and stakeholders alike. Corporate governance, at its
best, serves as the guardrail that keeps companies
and their boards of directors on track while they move
full speed ahead. But in the wake of a corporate crisis
or scandal, public and media attention increasingly
focuses on directors, asking: “How could the board let
this happen?”
The Diligent Institute report begins to quantify
the material cost of governance crises, and more
importantly, the competitive advantage that comes
with strong corporate governance practices. In order
to do so, we used two different methodologies. First,
an original composite measure to assess governance
quality was created and then run against S&P 500
company practices and performance. Second, a
comparative review of 14 well-publicized corporate
crises highlighting governance deficits was conducted
– the report includes summary data as well as four
case studies on the impact of governance deficits.
Data for this analysis was sourced from CGLytics and
from public records including company filings and
disclosures as well as news reports and stories.
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The report’s key findings include:
• Companies with strong corporate
governance (the top 20%)
outperformed the bottom 20% by
15% in the most recent two-year
period.
• Companies with corporate crises
fueled by governance deficits
underperformed their sectors by
35%, on average, a year after the
incident, losing approximately
$490 billion in shareholder value.
• Two years after experiencing
the corporate crisis, companies
lost approximately $250 billion
of shareholder value, and
underperformed their sectors by
45%, on average.

The High Cost of
Governance Deficits:
A Case For Modern Governance
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The High Cost of Governance Deficits: A Case for Modern Governance

Measuring the Impact of
Strong Corporate Governance
In order to establish definitions of strong corporate
governance vs. deficient corporate governance, a
new composite measure was created. The report
relies on 14 specific board characteristics derived from
existing literature on what defines strong corporate
governance. Each category was assigned equal
weight for the composite score. The top 20% and the
bottom 20% of companies were established based on
performance in the S&P 500 and analyzed against the
equity return for each group.

This report provides strong evidence for the
importance of strong corporate governance. By
applying the composite measure of corporate
governance characteristics to the S&P 500, the report
found that the companies in the top 20% outperformed
those in the bottom 20% by 17 points. In fact, for the
bottom 20%, it’s important to note that there is a large
difference not only as compared to companies with
strong corporate governance, but also compared to
the overall S&P 500 average.

S&P 500 Equity Return by Governance Ranking

Top 20%

20
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Bottom 20%

S&P 500

The High Cost of Governance Deficits: A Case for Modern Governance

Measuring the Impact of Governance Deficits
In order to further validate the broader S&P 500
findings, the report examined a series of known
examples of corporate crises involving governance
deficits (e.g., situations in which corporate governance
was insufficient) and compared the performance
of those companies against industry averages one

year and two years after the crises, respectively. The
cases selected for this review were chosen because
the companies’ crises were widely reported and
well-established through media coverage, regulatory
reports, legal reviews, investor reports, and other
publicly-accessible sources.

One Year After
From the 14 companies examined, the
report found that the corporate crises
fueled by governance deficits destroyed
a total of approximately $490 billion
in shareholder value one year after
the crisis occurred. The companies in
question underperformed their sectors
by 35%, on average.

- $490bn
&

- 35%

Two Years After
The effects of these crises in governance
are not short-lived. At the two-year mark,
for those companies with that much data
available, approximately $250 billion of
shareholder value had been destroyed.
In fact, two years after the crisis had
occurred, the companies examined had
underperformed their sectors by 45%,
on average.

- $250bn
&

- 45%
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Governing Through the Fog:
Corporate Director Perspectives
on Political Uncertainty

22

The pace of change in the business world is faster
than ever, and corporate directors are constantly
working to stay up to speed on the myriad of critical
issues facing their companies: market pressures,
reputational risk, financial disclosures, environmental
social and governance factors, technological
disruption, and much more. On top of this house of
cards sits a heavy, often amorphous issue, threatening
to tumble down at any moment: political uncertainty.

Thus, Diligent Institute sought to
tackle this thorny topic in order to
answer three key questions:

Today, the global political environment feels more
volatile and uncertain than it has been for several
decades, and many boards are unsure of how to
understand and approach it. In recent research
conducted by the Diligent Institute, directors were
asked about the topics that are most demanding their
attention. “Political uncertainty” rose to the top of a list
of concerns that was mentioned most frequently by
directors from around the world.

• Is managing political uncertainty
different from managing other
kinds of risk, and if so, how?

Diligent Institute | 2019 Year in Review

• What makes political uncertainty
a different, harder issue to
handle now than in the past?

• What should boards do about
political uncertainty?

Governing Through the Fog:
Corporate Director Perspectives
on Political Uncertainty
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Governing Through the Fog: Corporate Director Perspectives on Political Uncertainty
After exploring what makes political uncertainty more
intense and harder for boards to manage than it has
been in the past, and discussing whether political
uncertainty risk should be managed differently than
other board level risks, the report makes a number
of suggestions for boards grappling with the current
political climate. These are the recommendations,
along with select quotes from directors for further
context and color:

1. C
 larify the Board’s Role in
Political Risk Oversight
“We’re not management; we’re
oversight of management.
Our job is to give our input,
understand the importance of it,
understand how this will affect
the business, and work with
management on what that really
means.”
2. B
 uild a Bench of In-House
Political Expertise
“Having board members that are
dialed in to the government is
helpful, but unless that’s what
they do for a living, you need an
industry representative or your
own governmental affairs group
if you’re big enough – someone
whose responsibility is to stay
in touch with all of those things.
For smaller companies, gaining
this expertise can be tied into the
legal function.”

24
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3. B
 ring an Outside Perspective
to the Boardroom
“A couple of boards I know have
explicitly said for an offsite
or ‘away day’ that they want
external speakers to come in
who have thought about how
society is evolving and what the
expectations are of companies
in the future. These speakers
will stay for a day or so to help
us figure out how to get better
at listening and sifting through
and evaluating that kind of
information… One company
I worked at years ago would
intentionally bring in almost
difficult people, people who we
knew were not that sympathetic
to what we did, in order to
shake us up a bit and make us
uncomfortable. It was well worth
doing to break the tendency
of group think and mutual
reinforcement. I think that would
be a useful tactic around political
uncertainty.”

Governing Through the Fog: Corporate Director Perspectives on Political Uncertainty

4. Diversify Board Composition on
Political and Demographic Lines
“I think diversity of thought is
important, having that sole voice
raising a different perspective;
and it’s equally important for the
people around the table to be
willing to hear those thoughts,
even though they may ultimately
decide whatever they decide.
It makes for better decisionmaking because boards become
more adept at having those
conversations and considering
multiple perspectives.”
5. Improve Board Evaluation,
Onboarding, and Refreshment
“Part of your insurance for dealing
with these big risks is the robust
board level discussion you can
have where people are coming
at an issue from different places
with different areas of expertise.
There can be no dead weight on
that board. That means when you
do your review of the board every
year, you can’t think about it as a
‘check the box’ assignment. I feel
like we’re going down the river
in rapids and I want to be in the
boat with the best people with
the best experience.”

6. Leverage Social Outings
“This board I’m on has always had
political discussions, generally
over dinner, and it’s not only
the Republicans versus the
Democrats, but the Americans
versus directors from the rest of
the world on particular issues.
We’ve always had these lively
debates – that’s what makes
the board gel. You find out
where people are coming from
and how their perspectives are
influenced.”
7. Wield Political Influence
Carefully
“Don’t try to boil the ocean –
focus on things you can actually
accomplish with the resources
you have and don’t kid yourself.”
8. Find Common Ground with
Uncommon Allies
“If you’re a smaller player in
the space, consider building a
coalition, and consider using
partners that you might not
guess, in order to build the
strength to respond. Think: ‘Isn’t
there a chance we could partner
with the enemy?’ Maybe not.
But every so often, maybe…
That’s politics.”
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NOVEMBER 2019

Stakeholders Take Center Stage:
Director Views on Priorities
and Society
In the summer of 2019, the Diligent Institute and the
Rock Center for Corporate Governance at Stanford
University surveyed nearly 200 directors of public and
private corporations globally to better understand how
they balance shareholder and stakeholder needs.
The report found that corporate directors are not as
shareholder-centric as commonly believed and that
companies do not put the needs of shareholders
significantly above the needs of their employees or
society at large. Instead, directors pay considerable
attention to important stakeholders—particularly their
workforce—and take the interests of these groups into
account as part of their long-term business planning.

• While directors are largely
satisfied with their ESG-related
efforts, they do not believe the
outside world understands or
appreciates the work they do.
• Directors recognize that tensions
exist between shareholder and
stakeholder interests. That said,
most believe their companies
successfully balance this tension.
• In general, directors reject the
view that their companies have
a short-term investment horizon
in running their businesses.

26
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Stakeholders Take Center Stage:
Director Views on Priorities and Society
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Stakeholders Take Center Stage: Director Views on Priorities and Society

Which Stakeholders Play a Key Role In or Are
Impacted by Your Company’s Daily Operations
and Long-Term Strategy?
Employees..................................... 87%
Trade Unions................................ 14%
Local Communities..................... 51%
Local Government....................... 38%
1. Shareholder primacy is not the rule

89%

of directors believe
that it is important or
very important for their company
to consider the interests of nonshareholder stakeholders

Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and Advocacy Groups.... 14%
Public at Large.................................. 38%
Other................................................... 24%

77%

of directors do
not believe that
shareholder interests are
significantly more important
than stakeholder interests

2. There’s a communication gap between boards and their stakeholders

92%

18%

57%

56%

of directors are
satisfied with the job
their company does to meet the
interests of these stakeholders but
they don’t feel that their efforts
are understood

of directors believe
that their most
important stakeholders accurately
understand the job the company
does to meet stakeholder interests

28
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of directors believe
that the media
accurately understands the
job the company does to meet
stakeholder interests
of directors believe
that their largest
institutional investors accurately
understand the job the company
does to meet stakeholder interests

Stakeholders Take Center Stage: Director Views on Priorities and Society

3. Pressure is greater outside of the United States
The percentage of directors who indicated that they received high or
moderate pressure from investors and advocacy groups:
U.S. Domiciled

Outside U.S.

Investors

27%

51%

Advocacy Groups

30%

57%

4. Directors reject the idea that their companies are short-term oriented
Investment Horizon of Senior Management Team
Less than 1 Year
1-2 Years
3 Years
More than 3 Years
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

5. Environment is directors’ biggest long-term worry
The single most important environmental or societal issue that has the
power to negative impact the performance of their company over the longterm, according to directors:

43%

19%

18%

14%

Say
Environment

Say Taxes and
Regulation

Say Economic
Factors

Say Workforce
Issues
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3

A D V I S O R Y
B O A R D

Diligent Institute Advisory Board
The mission of the Diligent Institute is to serve as the
research arm and think tank for Diligent Corporation,
producing high quality corporate governance research
that helps to fill a need. In order to chart the best path
to follow in carrying out this mission, we convened
a group of advisors who represent key stakeholder
groups, a broad range of expertise in corporate
governance issues, and diverse geographic regions.
The purpose of the Advisory Board is to help ensure
that the work of Diligent Institute stays on course.
In conversations with our Advisory Board, we identified
that Diligent Institute would produce research that
would be:
• Global in scope
• High quality
• For directors, by directors
Our Advisory Board helps the Diligent Institute
focus its efforts on research that provides a global
perspective by featuring the voices of corporate
directors from around the world, highlighting issues
corporate directors say are “top of mind.”
The Diligent Institute Advisory Board meets in person
annually each June in San Francisco, California.
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The members of the Diligent
Institute Advisory Board represent:
• T
 he leading voices in
governance research –
including institutions such as
NACD (National Association
of Corporate Directors) in the
US, the Institute of Corporate
Directors in Canada, and the
Rock Center for Corporate
Governance at Stanford
University
• A
 global perspective – including
representatives from North
America, from the European
Union, and from the Asia-Pacific
Region
• E
 xperts on a wide array of issues
and subject matter of importance
to modern governance –
including boardroom practices,
corporate governance law, digital
transformation, ESG, and much
more

JUNE 2019

Diligent Institute Advisory Board
Meeting in San Francisco
In June of 2019, Diligent Institute hosted our first
Advisory Board Meeting in San Francisco. We got
our incredible group of advisors together to discuss
the issues that will be critical for board members to
understand in the coming year. We also focused on
exploring what Diligent Institute can provide to the
corporate governance research space and what
differentiates us.

Diligent Institute is…
• Global in scope
• High-quality research provider

Pictured (from left to right): David Larcker, Susan Kilsby,
TK Kerstetter, Annie Kors, Dottie Schindlinger, Susan Forrester,
Brian Stafford, Amanda Carty
Not pictured: Rahul K. Bhardwaj, Peter Gleason,
Anastassia Lauterbach

• From directors, for directors
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Anastassia Lauterbach
Board Member: WireCard, easyJet

Dr. Anastassia Lauterbach is an international NED and
Technology Entrepreneur with focus on AI and Cybersecurity.
She is based in Germany, runs an Advisory firm 1AU-Ventures
and serves on boards of WireCard AG (Chairwoman Risk &
Compliance, Member Audit), and easyJet PLC (Chairwoman
Data & Digital, Member Audit). She served on boards of Dun &
Bradstreet before the company was taken private, and chaired
the board of Censhare AG. She is former SVP Qualcomm, SVP
Deutsche Telekom and EVP T-Mobile International. Anastassia
spent 10 years at Munich Re, Daimler AG and McKinsey prior
to her work in technology sector which she joined 2006.
Anastassia published a number of articles and books on AI,
including two chapters in The Law of Artificial Intelligence
and Smart Machines (American Bar Association, 2019), and
The Artificial Intelligence Imperative. A Practical Roadmap for
Business (Praeger 2018). The Business Excellence Institute
has nominated her for its Excellence Hall of Fame for her work
on AI and digitization in traditional businesses. The induction
ceremony will be held in Dublin in March 2020. Anastassia is
Fellow and Advisor to Salzburg Global Seminar. In October
2020 she will become professor for AI at the Digital University
Potsdam.

“

The Diligent Institute provides thoughtful insights on disruption risk due to rise
of machine learning and automation, climate changes, and lack of diversity in
industries and businesses. Its publications are highly valuable beyond the US
governance system.

”
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Brian Stafford

Chief Executive Officer: Diligent Corporation
Board Member: Brooklyn Academy of Music

Brian Stafford is Chief Executive Officer of Diligent Corporation,
a Modern Governance Company, the leading provider of secure
corporate board communication and collaboration software.
Diligent’s “Governance Cloud” is used globally by more than
650,000 board members and senior executives including 50%
of the Fortune 1000, 70% of the FTSE 100, and 65% of the
ASX 100. Diligent’s products combine secure communication,
collaboration, file sharing, and storage with insights and analytics
to help leading organizations better manage governance. Brian
assumed the role of CEO in March 2015 with the mission of
providing organizations with the tools to help to modernize the
way they govern and lead. In partnership with Insight Venture
Partners, which took Diligent private in 2016, Brian has been
focused on scaling the business internationally. Brian previously
served as a Partner at McKinsey & Company, where he founded
and led its Growth Stage Tech Practice.
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David Larcker

Professor: The James Irvin Miller Professor of Accounting, Stanford University,
Graduate School of Business

David F. Larcker is the James Irvin Miller Professor of Accounting,
Stanford Graduate School of Business; Professor of Law (by
courtesy), Stanford Law School; Director of the Corporate
Governance Initiative; and Senior Faculty of the Arthur and Toni
Rembe Rock Center for Corporate Governance at Stanford. He
was previously the Ernst & Young Professor of Accounting at the
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania and Professor
of Accounting and Information Systems at the Kellogg Graduate
School of Management at Northwestern University. He received
undergraduate and master’s degrees in engineering from
the University of Missouri – Rolla and a doctorate in business
from the University of Kansas. He is the coauthor of Corporate
Governance Matters: A Closer Look at Organizational
Choices and Their Consequences and A Real Look at Real
World Corporate Governance. In 2012, he was named to the
NACD Directorship 100 as one of the most influential people
in the boardroom and corporate governance community. He is
currently a Trustee for Wells Fargo Funds and has served on the
board of various private companies.

“

I am involved in the Diligent Institute because it is important to conduct rigorous
research that informs board members and corporate executives about what
really works in corporate governance. Blending together academic research and
institutional insights is key, and the Diligent Institute is a place where these new
insights will be uncovered.

”
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Dottie Schindlinger

Vice President of Thought Leadership: Diligent Corporation
Board Member: Alice Paul Institute (Vice Chair)

Dottie Schindlinger is Vice President of Thought Leadership
for Diligent Corporation, a Modern Governance Company. In
her role, Dottie oversees Diligent’s global thought leadership
on topics related to board governance and technology. She is
the co-creator and co-host of The Corporate Director Podcast,
a fortnightly show featuring interviews with corporate directors
from around the world. Dottie’s work has been featured in
Forbes, The Wall Street Journal, and in multiple governance and
technology publications including Corporate Board Member
Magazine, Trustee Magazine, Corporate Secretary Magazine,
Execranks, CSO Online, and Dark Reading. Most recently, Dottie
co-authored Governance in the Digital Age: A Guide for the
Modern Corporate Board Director with Brian Stafford (John Wiley
& Sons Publishers, 2019). Prior to joining Diligent, Dottie was a
founding team member of BoardEffect, a board management
software platform focused on the nonprofit, healthcare, and
higher education sectors. She serves on the board of the Alice
Paul Institute, and is a Fellow of the Salzburg Global Seminar.
Dottie received her BA in English from the University of
Pennsylvania, and lives in suburban Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
with her husband, Ron.

“

The environmental sustainability report was a particular favorite of mine because
it sought to understand what directors are actually doing in boardrooms to address
the ‘E’ in ‘ESG’ Beyond merely complying with regulatory requirements, the report
showed that directors are discussing environmental issues regularly, and intend
to increase the frequency of those communications, primarily out of a concern for
the future.

”
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Peter Gleason
Chief Executive Officer: NACD

Peter Gleason is the Chief Executive Officer of NACD. Gleason
is a recognized expert on board leadership and corporate
governance issues. He serves as a member of NACD’s national
faculty, is regularly quoted in the national media, and is a
frequent presenter on the subjects of corporate governance,
executive and director compensation, risk, strategic planning,
and board/shareowner relations. He has served as a
commissioner on every NACD Blue Ribbon Commission report
since joining NACD in 2000. Peter currently serves on the
board of NACD and on the advisory board of Nura Health, Inc.,
a development-stage health-care company. Gleason is chair of
the Global Network of Director Institutes (GNDI), director of the
NACD Capital Area Chapter, and an NACD Board Leadership
Fellow. He is the former chair of the International Professional
Practices Framework Oversight Council of the Institute of Internal
Auditors and was formerly a director of The Patriot Fund. Before
joining NACD, Gleason was a management consultant with both
Ernst & Young and Pritchett & Associates. In addition, he served
as Vice President and Director of U.S. Research for Institutional
Shareholder Services.
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Rahul K. Bhardwaj

President and CEO: Institute of Corporate Directors
Board Member: Metrolinx, Rideau Hall Foundation, and Community Foundations of
Canada (Past Chair)

Rahul Bhardwaj is President and CEO of the Institute of
Corporate Directors. He is an accomplished executive and
director with a long and successful track record in the business,
community and not-for-profit sectors. Most recently, he served
for nine years as President and CEO of the Toronto Foundation.
Mr. Bhardwaj currently serves on the board of the Rideau Hall
Foundation, supporting the office of the Governor General
of Canada as it connects, inspires and honours Canadians,
the Executive Committee of the Global Network of Director
Institutes, as well as the Leader Council at the Ian O. Ihnatowycz
Institute for Leadership at the Ivey Business School. He has
also previously served as Chair of the 2012 Ontario Games,
Co-Chair of TO2015 IGNITE (Toronto 2015 Pan Am/Parapan Am
Games), Chair of the Toronto Downtown Jazz Festival, a Director
of George Brown College (Vice Chair) and Director of Upper
Canada College and Stratford Festival, among others. In 2012,
Mr. Bhardwaj’s commitment to city building was recognized as he
received the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal. He has
been named one of “The 50 Most Influential” people in the city
by Toronto Life magazine.
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Susan Forrester

Board Member: National Veterinary Care Ltd (Chair), Over the Wire (Chair of Audit and
Risk Committee), Viva Leisure (Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee), G8 Education Ltd
(Chair of Remuneration Committee), Xenith IP Group

Susan is a highly respected and accomplished professional
Company Director with a powerful blend of management, board
and consulting experience across ASX-listed, public and private
companies. She draws on 25 years of executive management
expertise in large professional services firms, covering law,
finance, HR, business and governance, to bring a practical and
pragmatic approach to her board contributions. On Australia Day
2019, she was awarded a Member (AM) in the General Division of
the Order of Australia for significant service to business through
governance and strategic roles, and as an advocate for women.

“

Global corporate governance is so important right now – as in my view we are
in a state of flux when it comes to understanding the rules for engagement by
companies with their stakeholders. We now accept that companies not only have
a fiduciary duty to act in the best and long term interests of their shareholders but
this now extents legally and ethically to their people, their customers, their local
community and the environment. Geographic borders appear less relevant and
directors are seeking research and learnings from all over the corporate world to
inform their decisions, judgment and actions.
John Maynard Keynes famously said that in the long run we’re all dead; but at least
until that day approaches, directors owe it to themselves to look beyond their next
quarterly forecast, keep up to date with global research and set an inspiring vision
for the future.

”
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Susan Kilsby

Board Member: BHP Limited; Diageo; Fortune Brands Home & Security; Unilever

Susan Kilsby is Senior Independent Director and Chair of the
Remuneration Committee at Diageo, Chair of the Remuneration
Committee at BHP, and a non-executive director of Unilever
and Fortune Brands Home and Security. She was until recently
Chairman of Shire plc. Susan brings to her roles extensive M&A
and finance experience having enjoyed a distinguished global
career in investment banking. Susan is also a former Director
of Goldman Sachs International, Keurig Green Mountain, Inc.,
L’Occitane International S.A., BBA Aviation and Coca-Cola
HBC AG.
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TK Kerstetter

Host: Inside America’s Boardrooms
Founder & CEO: Boardroom Resources
Co-founder: Corporate Board Member

TK Kerstetter is the founder and CEO of Boardroom Resources,
a Diligent Company since 2017, Co-founder of Corporate Board
Member, and host of “Inside America’s Boardrooms” which
is filmed at the New York Stock Exchange. “Inside America’s
Boardrooms” is the premier informational webshow for boards
of directors, senior executives, GCs, and corporate secretaries
of public companies. In 2019 Kerstetter also started and hosts
Diligent’s “Inside Europe’s Boardrooms” and “Inside Australia’s
Boardrooms.” Prior to launching Boardroom Resources in 2015,
Kerstetter served as Chairman of NYSE Governance Services
and President of NYSE Board Member after the New Your
Stock Exchange acquired Board Member Inc. where he served
as Chief Executive Officer and built the nationally recognized
brands Corporate Board Member and Bank Director. He also
serves as a senior fellow for The Conference Board. Prior to
board work, Kerstetter served as President and director of the $3
billion publicly-held Wilmington Savings Fund Society spanning
a 20-year banking career. A graduate of Indiana University of
Pennsylvania (IUP) and Harvard Business School Advanced
Management Program, he was the recipient of the university’s
Outstanding Alumni Award and was inducted into IUP’s Sports
Hall of Fame.

“

If we don’t look at corporate governance and the changing landscape globally and
often, we will find ourselves behind the curve, particularly with the speed of modern
governance today. If you snooze, you lose... even in corporate governance. Having
global research and information can help us all be leaders rather than constantly
guessing what’s around the next curve.

”
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Annie Kors

Lead Researcher: Diligent Institute

Annie Kors is the Lead Researcher for Diligent Institute, the
global think tank and research arm for Diligent Corporation. The
Institute provides publicly available, industry-leading research
on global board governance. She authored several reports
for The Institute, including “Winds of Change: Environmental
Sustainability Rises to the Board Level” and “Governing
Through the Fog: Corporate Director Perspectives on Political
Uncertainty.” Given Diligent’s reach, the Institute’s research is
derived from real experience across sectors and geographies,
utilizing quantitative surveys, case studies, and interviews with
leading professionals. Before joining Diligent, she held research
roles at organizations in a variety of sectors including IT and
technology consulting, higher education, and documentary
filmmaking. She holds a BA in History from Yale University.
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Contact Us
diligentinstitute@diligent.com
111 W 33rd St, 16th Floor
New York, NY
10001
Subscribe to stay updated at
diligentinstitute.com

© 2020 Diligent Corporation. “Diligent” is a trademark of Diligent Corporation, registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office. “Diligent
Boards” and the Diligent logo are trademarks of Diligent Corporation. All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
All rights reserved.
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